Medicare Cost Plans, a type of plan popular in Minnesota, will end in December 2018 for many enrollees, affecting their Medicare coverage for 2019. Those affected will receive notices from Medicare or their Medicare Cost Plan.

What should Medicare enrollees do?
- Call your plan to find out if you have a Cost Plan.
- If you have a Cost Plan, review your options this fall in the 2019 edition of Health Care Choices from the Senior LinkAge Line® at www.mnhealthcarechoices.com.
- Your Medicare plan could automatically enroll you into one of their other plans.
- Or, you may need to enroll in a new plan or purchase a Medicare supplement policy.
- Beginning October 15, visit www.Medicare.gov to review plan options and enroll in a new plan.

Changes to your Medicare coverage can be complicated.

Minnesota’s Senior LinkAge Line can provide you with the objective, comprehensive help you need.
Minnesota’s Current Medicare Cost Plans

Blue Cross Blue Shield of MN
- Platinum Blue Choice
- Platinum Blue Choice with Rx
- Platinum Blue Complete
- Platinum Blue Complete with Rx
- Platinum Blue Core
- Platinum Blue Core with Rx

HealthPartners
- Freedom Active
- Freedom Active with Rx
- Freedom Balance
- Freedom Balance with Rx
- Freedom Basic
- Freedom Ultimate
- Freedom Ultimate with Rx
- Freedom Ultimate with Enhanced Rx
- Freedom Vital
- Freedom Vital with Rx

Medica
- Prime Solution Basic
- Prime Solution Basic with Rx
- Prime Solution Basic with Rx 2
- Prime Solution Enhanced
- Prime Solution Enhanced with Rx
- Prime Solution Enhanced with Rx 2
- Prime Solution Thrift
- Prime Solution Thrift with Rx
- Medica Prime Solution Value
- Medica Prime Solution Value with Rx
- Medica Prime Solution Value with Rx 2